Do you know when to call for help in an alcohol emergency? Check the ABCs...

**A**
 ALERT
 Are they unconscious or passed out? Are they unable to control actions, follow commands, or answer simple questions? Are they unable to stay awake for 2-3 minutes?

**B**
 BREATHING
 Is their breathing slow or irregular? Are they vomiting while passed out or groggy? Are they having difficulty breathing or chest pain?

**C**
 COLOR
 Is their skin pale or bluish? Does their skin feel clammy or cold?

**D**
 DOUBT
 Is there potential involvement of other drugs or medications? Or potential head injury or trauma? Are you unsure for any reason?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, it’s time to get the help you need. Call Cornell Police at (607) 255-1111 or 911 from a campus phone. Or call your RA at ________________. Good Samaritan Protocol (formerly Medical Amnesty) applies on campus and throughout New York State.